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1. INTRODUCTION
This article is a further contribution to the question of how far the
structure of a solvable group can be controlled by the type of the
prime-number decomposition of the degrees of the irreducible complex
characters.
Very early on there was an attempt to formulate questions about the
degrees by using the character degree graph.
 .This graph G G consists of those primes that divide the degree of some
irreducible complex character. Two points are said to be joined if they
divide the same degree.
w xO. Manz, R. Staszewski, W. Willems, and Th. Wolf MSW88, MWW89
proved the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM. a G G has at most three components.
 .  .b If G is sol¨ able, G G has at most two components.
 .  .c If G is sol¨ able, and G G has two components, then both of the
components are complete graphs.
Furthermore, the nilpotent length of G is at most three, except for the
 .  .possibility GrF G , GL 2, 3 .
 .  .d If G is sol¨ able and G G is connected, the diameter of G is at
most three.
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 .  .Parts c and d of the stated theorem lead to the question of whether
the character degree graph has a tendency to be complete. Can groups
whose graph is not complete be described?
In this article, we can prove:
THEOREM. Let G be a sol¨ able group.
 . <  . <  .  .a Let p, q / 3, p x 1 , q c 1 for some x , c g Irr G , but where
 .p ? q ne¨er di¨ ides any degree of an irreducible character. Then l G F 2 andp
 .  .  .l G F 2. If e¨en p, q / 2, then l G q l G F 3.q p q
 .  .b Without the restrictions on p and q, we still get l G F 3 andp
 .l G F 3.q
 .  .Part b of the theorem will be proved in Section 4, part a in Section 3,
 .  .  4where we will give examples with l G q l G s 3 for any pair p, q .p q
We cannot give examples to sharpen the assertions of the theorem.
 .  .There are still the open questions of whether l G and l G F 2 even ifp q
the prime 3 is involved and, moreover, if there is an example with
 .  .  .l G s l G s 2 where the group GL 2, 3 is not involved.p q
We will use the following notation.
 .  .  4Notation. a Let n g N. Let p n s p ¬ p prime and p ¬ n .
 .  m.b Let V be the Galois field GF q where q is a prime power.
x x i .  .iWe consider mappings , where a, b g V, a / 0, and is a Galoisqq xax q b
automorphism. We now introduce the following groups:
x i .  .  . 41 G V s ¬ a g V, a / 0, i s 0, . . . , m y 1 the semi-linearqax
 .  n.group. If q itself is a prime, we also write G V s G p .
x .  .  . 4i2 AG V s ¬ a, b g V, a / 0, i s 0, . . . , m y 1 the affineqax q b
semilinear group.
For all other notation see the books of I. M. Isaacs and B. Huppert.
Finally, I express my thanks to Prof. Dr. B. Huppert for proposing the
subject and for many helpful discussions.
2. THE THEOREMS OF D. GLUCK AND TH. WOLF
First, we present deep results of D. Gluck and Th. Wolf in a suitable
form.
These theorems describe finite solvable groups acting on a finite, faith-
ful, irreducible module such that every element is centralized by a Sylow
p-subgroup.
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 . w xDEFINITION 2.1. a An irreducible F G -module V is called imprimi-
ti¨ e if V can be written V s V [ ??? [ V for n ) 1, where V are1 n i
non-trivial subspaces that are transitively permuted by G. We call V
primiti¨ e if it is not imprimitive.
 . <b An irreducible G-module V is called quasi-primiti¨ e if V isN
homogeneous for all N 1 G.
 . <c An irreducible G-module V is called pseudo-primiti¨ e if V isN
homogeneous for all N char G.
It is well known that primitive modules are quasi-primitive. Th. Berger
proved that the converse is also true for complex modules of solvable
groups.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let V be an irreducible G-module that is not quasi-
<primiti¨ e. Moreo¨er, let C 1 G maximal such that V is not homogeneous.C
Then C faithfully and primiti¨ ely permutes the homogeneous components of
<V .C
w xProof. This is Proposition 0.2 of MW93 .
 .THEOREM 2.3 D. Gluck, Th. Wolf . Let G be a finite sol¨ able group with
pX .O G s G. Suppose that G acts faithfully and irreducibly on a finite ¨ector
space V, and each ¨ g V is centralized by a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
Assume that V is not quasi-primiti¨ e.
Then there is a normal subgroup C 1 G such that GrC primiti¨ ely and
<faithfully permutes the homogeneous components of V s V [ ??? [ V .C 1 n
Furthermore
 .a
n s 3, 5, or 8;
p s 2, 2, or 3, and
3GrC , D , D , or AG 2 , and .6 10
 .  .  4b CrC V acts transiti¨ ely on V _ 0 for i s 1, . . . , n.C i i
Proof. The existence of C directly follows from Proposition 2.2. The
w xrest is MW93, Theorem 9.3 .
We now look at quasi-primitive modules.
 .THEOREM 2.4 D. Gluck, Th. Wolf . Let G be a sol¨ able group with
pX .O G s G. Suppose that G acts faithfully and irreducibly on a finite ¨ector
space V, and each ¨ g V is centralized by a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
Assume V to be quasi-primiti¨ e.
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Then one of the following occurs:
p . X  .1. O G is a cyclic p -group and G F G V ;
 . < < 22. G , SL 2, 3 , p s 3, and V s 3 ; or
p . 33. O G is extra-special of order 3 and exponent 3, p s 2 s
< p . < < < 6G : O G , and V s 2 .
Proof. As V is quasi-primitive, V is pseudo-primitive, and we can cite
w xMW93, 10.4 .
In Theorem 2.3, we saw a group acting transitively on the elements of
 4 w xV _ 0 . Therefore we use MW93, Theorem 6.8 , which is mainly due to B.i
Huppert.
 .THEOREM 2.5. Let V be a ¨ector space of dimension n o¨er GF p .
 .Suppose that G is a sol¨ able subgroup of GL V that transiti¨ ely permutes the
 4elements of V _ 0 .
 n.Then G F G p , or one of the following occurs.
 . n 4  . 5 <  .  . <1 p s 3 , F G is extra-special of order 2 , F G rF G s 5, and2
 .GrF G F Z .2 4
 .  .2 F G s Q ? T , and we ha¨e one of the following entries:8
n < <p T GrF G .
23 2 Z or S3 3
25 2 or 4 Z3
25 4 S3
27 2 or 6 S3
211 10 Z or S3 3
223 22 S3
Finally, we often use the following two theorems. The first one was moti-
¨ated by Brauer's height-zero conjecture for sol¨ able groups. We use the
 4theorem for p s q .
 .  .THEOREM 2.6 D. Gluck, Th. Wolf . Suppose that N 1 G, w g Irr N ,
 .  .  .and q ¦ x 1 rw 1 for all x g Irr G, w .
Assume that GrN is sol¨ able.
 .Then GrN has an abelian Sylow q-subgroup, thus l GrN F 1.q
w xProof. See MW93, 12.9 .
The last theorem of this section is motivated by an article of O. Manz,
w xW. Willems, and Th. Wolf MWW89 , which bounds the diameter of the
character degree graph.
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THEOREM 2.7. Let G be a sol¨ able group that acts faithfully and irre-
ducibly on a finite ¨ector space V.
< <  .Assume that p is a non-empty set of prime di¨ isors of G , and C ¨G
contains a Hall-p-subgroup of G for each ¨ g V.
 . <  .Then there exists a x g Irr G such that q x 1 for e¨ery q g p .
w xProof. See MW93, 18.6 .
3. BOUNDS OF THE p- AND q-LENGTHS FOR p / 3 / q
We will now bound the p-length and the q-length of a solvable group if
p and q are not joined in the character degree graph.
First, we will restrict ourselves to primes different from 3, for in the
general case, we have weaker bounds.
We start with some lemmas about solvable groups.
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Let l G s k ) 0, and l GrN - k for all minimal nor-p p
mal subgroups N.
Then there is a unique minimal normal subgroup of G, the Fitting subgroup
< < fF. Moreo¨er, G splits o¨er F, and F s p for some f ) 0.
w xProof. See Hu67, VI 6.4 .
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be minimal with the properties
 .  .1 l G G 3,p
 .  .2 p, q g G G are not joined.
Then there is a unique minimal normal subgroup of G, the Fitting group F. G
< < fsplits o¨er F, and F s p , f ) 0.
 .Proof. Let 1 / N 1 G be a minimal normal subgroup. If p f G GrN ,
w xwe get by Ito's famous theorem Is76, 12.34 that GrN has an abelian
 .normal Sylow p-subgroup, but then l G F 1, a contradiction.p
 .Suppose now q f G GrN .
Again by Ito's theorem, GrN has an abelian Sylow q-normal subgroup
 .  .QrN. Q is not abelian, and therefore we have a x g Irr Q with q ¬ x 1 .
 .  . < <Put o x s o det x s Q : ker det x and get N F ker det x because of
X  . s  < <  .  ..N s Q . Then o x s q , s G 0. In consideration of G : Q , o x x 1 s
w x  .1, we can apply Is76, 6.28 and extend x to its inertia group I x ,G
yielding x o.
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 o.G  o.G . <  . <  .By Clifford theory, x is irreducible, and x 1 s G : I x x 1 .G
<  . < w xThen p ¦ G : I x , and by a theorem of Gallagher Is76, 6.17 weG
 .conclude that I x rQ has an abelian, normal Sylow p-subgroup, thusG
 . w x  .l GrQ F 1 by Hu67, VI 6.6 a , so l G F 2, a contradiction.p p
 .By induction, we get l GrN F 2 for all minimal N 1 G. The assertionp
follows applying Lemma 3.1.
To apply the theorems in Section 2, we need a finite, faithful, irreducible
G-module.
LEMMA 3.3. If V is a faithful, irreducible G-module, so this is true for
 .Irr V .
As we want to apply the Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 for a prime q, we have to
qX .enforce O G s G. We can bound the p-length of the factor group
qX .GrO G by the following lemma, which immediately follows from Theo-
rem 2.6.
 .  qX ..LEMMA 3.4. If p, q g G G are not joined, then l GrO G F 1.p
 qX ..  .  .Proof. Consider w g Irr O G with q ¬ w 1 and observe p ¦ x 1 for
 .all x g Irr G, w .
LEMMA 3.5. Let G ha¨e the following properties:
 .  .1 p, q g G G are not joined;
 .  .2 l G G 3;p
 .  .3 F G is the only minimal normal subgroup.
<  . <  .Then q ¦ G : I l for all l g Irr F .G
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<  . <  . <  . <Proof. If q ¬ G : I l for l g Irr F , then p ¦ G : I l . G splitsG 0 0 G 0
 .over F, so l is extendible to I l , and we can apply Gallagher's0 G 0
w x  .theorem Is76, 6.17 . Then I l rF has a normal abelian Sylow p-sub-G 0
 .group, thus l G F 2, a contradiction.p
<  . <LEMMA 3.6. Let G act on the ¨ector space V, and p ¦ G : C ¨ forG
<  . <e¨ery ¨ g V. If N 1 G, then p ¦ N : C ¨ for e¨ery ¨ g V.N
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from
< < < < < <N : C ¨ s N ? C ¨ : C ¨ G : C ¨ . .  .  .  .N G G G
< <LEMMA 3.7. Let V be a faithful G-module and 2 ¬ G . Furthermore, we
<  . <suppose 2 ¦ G : C ¨ for e¨ery ¨ g V. Then char V s 2.G
Proof. As V is a faithful G-module, we may find ¨ g V, t g G such
2  .that t s 1 and ¨t / ¨ . Define w [ y¨ q ¨t . Obviously, wt s yw.
 . t  .  .  .   ..Since C w s C wt s C yw s C w , we have t g N C w .G G G G G G
<   ..  . <  .Observe 2 ¦ N C w : C w and get t g C w . Finally, we haveG G G G
yw s wt s w, which means that char V s 2.
Notation 3.8. Let the Fitting group F be the unique minimal normal
subgroup of G, hence a GrF-module. Let G [ GrF act faithfully and
 .  . qX .irreducibly on Irr F . Restrict Irr F to O G , and get G-conjugate
Xq Ã Ã .irreducible O G -modules F , . . . , F by Clifford theory.1 nXq X Ã Ã .  .qDefine H s O G rC F . then the F are faithful, irreduciblei O G. i i
H -modules.i
We can now prove the main theorem.
 .THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a sol¨ able group. Assume that p, q g G G are
 .  .not joined. Furthermore, let p / 3 / q. Then both l G F 2 and l G F 2.p q
< <Proof. We argue by induction on G .
 .Without loss of generality, l G G 3. With Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 wep
 .obtain that G [ GrF possesses the faithful, irreducible module Irr F .
<  . < < < fClearly, Irr F s F s p , where f ) 0.
We now use Notation 3.8.
Xq X<  .  . <qWith Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we get q ¦ O G : I l for all l gO G.
 .Irr F , and therefore
Ã< <q ¦ H : I l for all l g F . .i H i i ii
qX .As O H s H , we can apply the theorems in Section 2.i i
Ã  4Case 1. Suppose that F is not quasi-primitive for some i g 1, . . . , n .i
Then by Theorem 2.3 we have either q s 3 or q s 2. We have q / 3 by
< <hypothesis, so q s 2, hence 2 ¬ H .i
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Ã Ã< < <  . <As F is a faithful H -module, 2 ¬ H , and 2 ¦ H : I l for all l g F ,i i i i H ii
Ãwe can quote Lemma 3.7, and have char F s 2 s p. Therefore p s q, ai
contradiction.
ÃCase 2. All the F are quasi-primitive, and we can apply Theorem 2.4i
 .for the prime q. If part 2 of the assertion of the theorem holds, we get
 .q s 3 s p, a contradiction, and in 3 , we have q s 2 s p, too.
q X Ã .  .Now case 1 tells us that O H is a cyclic q s group, and H F G F .i i i
Therefore, H has a normal, cyclic Sylow p-subgroup for i s 1, . . . , n. Asi Xq n X Ã .  .  .qIrr F is a faithful O G -module, we have F C F s 1. Thusis1 O G. iXq  .O G has a normal, abelian Sylow p-subgroup.
 qX ..  qX ..Finally, we get l O G F 1. By Lemma 3.4, l GrO G F 1, andp p
 .summarizing, l G F 1 q 1 s 2, a contradiction.p
For the following theorems, we need a technical lemma, which is not
difficult to prove.
<LEMMA 3.10. Let V be an irreducible G-module, N 1 G. Let V s VN 1
[ ??? [ V , where V are irreducible N-modules. Then we ha¨en i
 .  .1 C V are pairwise isomorphic;N i
 .  .2 NrC V are pairwise isomorphic;N i
 .  .3 Either all V are quasi-primiti¨ e i s 1, . . . , n , or none of them is.i
 4  4If we even exclude the prime 2, i.e., p, q l 2, 3 s B, we can bound
the sum of the p- and q-lengths.
We will first prove the following proposition and then obtain the
theorem.
 .PROPOSITION 3.11. Let F G be the unique minimal normal subgroup of
 .a sol¨ able group G. Assume that p, q g G G are not joined. Moreo¨er
<  . < s <  . <  .suppose that F G s p , s ) 0, and p ¦ G : I l for all l g Irr F .G
Finally, let p / 2, 3.
 .Then l G s 1.p
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample.
 .  .Let G s GrF G . As F [ F G is a faithful, irreducible G-module, so
 .  .  . pX .is Irr F see Lemma 3.3 . We restrict Irr F to O G and get
X Ã Ã Ãp . <Irr F s F [ ??? [ F , where F are faithful, irreducible H [O G. 1 n i i
Xp X Ã .  .pO G rC F -modules.O G. i
Ã pX<  . <  .By Lemma 3.6 we get p ¦ H : I l for all l g F . As O H s H ,i H i i ii
we apply Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 to the prime p.
ÃIf F is not quasi-primitive for one i, then by Theorem 2.3, p s 2 ori
Ãp s 3. Thus all F are quasi-primitive.i
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Ã p .  .Applying Theorem 2.4, we get that H F G F , and O H are cyclici i i
pX-groups. By Lemma 3.10, all the H are isomorphic, and asiXn pX Ã .  .pF C F s F, we have that O G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofis1 O G. i
X Xn p  .= H . Hence O G has an abelian, normal p -subgroup with abelianis1 i
p-factor group.
We now introduce some notation:
X Xp p p .   ..Let O, M, and Q be the preimages of O G , of O O G , and of
Xp  ..O O G in G. We clearly have that Q F M - O and that Q and Mq
split over F.
We claim that QrF is non-trivial:
 .  .  .  .There exists w g Irr O with p ¬ w 1 . The q ¦ x 1 rw 1 for all x g
 .Irr G, w , and with Theorem 2.6 it follows that GrO has an abelian Sylow
 .  . < <q-subgroup, hence l GrO s 1. As l G ) 1, we have q ¬ OrF .q q
Ã  < < < <.The F are Q- and M-modules, and as MrF , F s 1, the actions on Fi
 . w xand Irr F are permutationally isomorphic M85, 2.1 . Thus we take Fi
Ãinstead of F .i
 4X pX .Let MrF s RrF = QrF, where RrF is a p, q -group. As O O s O,
the group OrM acts fixed point freely on RrF and on QrF. This means
also that OrF is a Frobenius group with kernel MrF.
 .  .Observe that C F and C F 1 O for i s 1, . . . , n. In the followingQ i R i
 .  .two steps we show that C F s C F s 1 for all i s 1, . . . , n.R i Q i
First we put F i [ F ??? F F ??? F 1 O.1 iy1 iq1 n
 .  4Step 1. Assume C F ) F for some i g 1, . . . , n .R i
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 .Let S [ C F ? Q.R i
i i i i  .We claim that SrF s QrF = KrF where KrF , C F rF:R i
 i. i iWe know that C F rF splits over FrF and is thus a direct product:R
 . i i i i i iC F rF s FrF = KrF . Then SrF s QrF ? KrF , because of theR i
i  . i  4Xorders of the groups. But, KrF char C F rF as it is a p, q -group. ItR i
follows that KrF i 1 SrF i. Obviously QrF i l KrF i s F i.
We now define characters on both factors.
 .  .Lemma 3.10 1 says that the C F are conjugate, hence they areQ i
i  .isomorphic. Thus if QrF is abelian, so C F s Q for every i, which is aQ i
n  .contradiction to F C F s F.is1 Q i
 i.  .Hence there exists w g Irr QrF with q ¬ w 1 .
 i. <  . <Let l g Irr KrF such that p ¬ O : I l . This is possible, becauseO
 . iOrM acts fixed point freely on C F rF, hence on KrF .R i
 i.Define x [ wl g Irr SrF . In the next paragraph, we will prove p ¬
< i  . < oO . o   ..i iOrF : I x , and get p ? q ¬ x 1 where x g Irr I x by Clif-O r F O r F
 .ford theory. So we have lead the assumption C F ) F to a contradic-R i
tion.
 . i  y1 .iSo if I x contained a Sylow p-subgroup P of OrF , then x gkgQ r F
 . is x k for all g g P and all k g KrF . As the decomposition of x is
 y1 .  . iunique, we even get l gkg s l k for all g g P and all k g KrF ,
which is a contradiction to the choice of l.
 .  4Step 2. Assume C F ) F for i g 1, . . . , n .Q i
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 . i i i i   .We claim that C F rF s FrF = TrF , where TrF s O C F rQ i q Q i
i. i  .F , and TrF , C F rF.Q i
i  . i iAs TrF is characteristic in C F rF , it is normal in OrF . Thus,Q i
i  . iTrF and C F rF are isomorphic MrF -groups, and as MrF is abelian,Q i
the action is trivial.
i  .Now TrF and C F rF are isomorphic OrM-modules. Recall thatQ i
Ä i .OrM acts fixed point freely on QrF. If 1 / l g Irr TrF , then p ¬
i Ä i<  . <   . .  .i i iOrF : I l . Let l s 1 ? l g Irr C F rF . Obviously, I lQ r F Fr F Q i Q r F
i  .s QrF , and as QrC F F H , it is a cyclic group; therefore there is anQ i i
 i.extension h g Irr QrF of l.
 .Moreover, if QrT were abelian, we would get C F s Q becauseQ i
 .  .C F rT , F . As the C F are conjugate, this would be true for everyQ i i Q i
 .i, and therefore we would get C F s Q, a contradiction. Thus there is aQ
 .  . iw g Irr QrT with q ¬ w 1 . Let c be the inflation of w to QrF . Then
 i.c ? h g Irr QrF as h is linear.
< i  . <iWe claim p ¬ OrF : I c ? h .O r F
 .  i.  y1 .  .iIf P F I ch , where P g Syl QrF , then ch gtg s ch t forO r F p
all t g TrF i and all g g P.
 y1 .  . i  y1 .Then h gtg s h t for all t g TrF and all g g P, because c gtg
 X .  .  4 Xs c t g w T s 1 , where t g T , a contradiction by Clifford theory.
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 .  4By steps 1 and 2, we get C F s F for every i g 1, . . . , n . ThenM i
 .MrF s MrC F is a cyclic group, which acts fixed point freely on everyM i
 < < < <.F , i.e., acts fixed point freely on F. As MrF , F s 1, the group MrFi
 .acts fixed point freely on Irr F .
We now show that n s 1.
<  . <  .Recall that p ¦ O : I l for all 1 / l g Irr F , which implies thatO
 .  .I l G P for some P g Syl OrF . For MrF acts fixed point freely onO r F p
 .  .Irr F , it follows that I l s P. Since OrF is a Frobenius group, weO r F
<  . < <  . < < <conclude Syl OrF s O : N P s MrF .p O
Now we obtain
Pl, P ¬ 1 / l g Irr F , l s l, P g Syl OrF .  .  . 4p
< < s < < fs Syl OrF p y 1 s F y 1 \ p y 1, .  .p
f < < f < < s .where p [ F . Therefore, p y 1 s MrF p y 1 and s ¬ f , so s F fr2.
< < t < < tLet F s p , then MrF F p y 1, and if n ) 1, then t F fr2.i
We get the equation
f < < s f r2 f r2p y 1 s MrF p y 1 F p y 1 p y 1 .  .  .
s p f y 2 p f r2 q 1,
a contradiction, hence n s 1.
 .We now know that F is a faithful, irreducible OrF-module. Then Irr F
is one, too.
 .Take l g U, where U is an MrF-submodule of Irr F . There is a Sylow
 . O r F P?Mr Fp-subgroup P of OrF with I l G P. Then l s l : U. There-G
fore, U is an OrF-submodule, and U s F or U s 1. Finally, F is an
irreducible MrF-module.
w xAs MrF 1 GrF, we can cite MW93, 2.1 , and get that GrF is
 f .  .isomorphic to a subgroup of G p , hence l G F 1.q
 .THEOREM 3.12. Let G be a sol¨ able group. Suppose that p, q g G G are
 4  4not joined. Furthermore, p, q l 2, 3 s B.
 .  .Then l G q l G F 3.p q
 .  .Proof. By Theorem 3.9 we have that l G F 2 and l G F 2. Now letp q
 .  .G be a minimal counterexample, hence l G s l G s 2.p q
Step 0. Let M 1 G be maximal. Then p and q are still not joined in
 .  .  . < <G M , and therefore l M F 1 or l M F 1. If p ¦ GrM and q ¦p q
< <  .  .  .  .GrM , then l G q l G s l M q l M F 3, a contradiction. Thusp q p q
< <G : M s p or q.
Step 1. If N 1 G is a minimal normal subgroup, then by Ito's theorem,
 .  .  .p, q g G GrN . By induction it follows that l GrN F 1 or l GrN F 1,p q
< <thus N is a power of p or of q.
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 .Step 2. We can assume that F G s 1 because the p-length of a group
w xdoes not increase in Frattini extensions Hu67, VI 6.4 . Hence G splits
 .over F G .
 .Step 3. Assume N i s 1, 2 are minimal normal subgroups of G, bothi
 .  .  .of them p-groups, say. Then l GrN s l G s 2. As l GrN qq i q p i
 .  .  .  .l GrN F 3 by step 1, so l GrN F 1. But then l G F max l GrNq i p i p p i
F 1, a contradiction. We now have that, given two minimal normal
< <subgroups N , i s 1, 2, then, without loss of generality, N is a power of pi 1
< <and N is a power of q.2
In steps 4 through 9, we will prove that there is just one minimal normal
 .subgroup, namely F G .
 .  .Step 4. Suppose that there are two: F G s N = N s C N = N . So1 2 G 1 2
 .G splits over F G and over N .i
 .Step 5. First, we prove that C N does not contain a Sylow p-sub-G 1
group. As the conditions are symmetric in p and q, we also have that
 .C N does not contain a Sylow q-subgroup.G 2
 .  .C N splits over N , so there is K such that C N s N = K, andG 1 1 G 1 1
  ..  .  . < <by induction l C N s l K F l GrN F 1 as N is a power of p.p G 1 p p 1 1
 .  .   ..If C N contained a Sylow p-subgroup, then l G s l C N s 1, aG 1 p p G 1
contradiction.
 .Step 6. In the next step, we want to show that C N does not contain aG 1
Sylow q-subgroup.
Assume the contrary. Let H be a complement of N in G. Again,1
 .  .C N s N = K, where K s C N l H, and therefore K 1 H. AsG 1 1 G 1
 .K 1 C N , we conclude K 1 G.G 1
 .  .There exists a w g Irr K with q ¬ w 1 . As a consequence of Theorem
 .2.6 we get that l GrK F 1, and therefore GrK has an abelian Sylowp
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pX .p-subgroup. Recall that by step 0, O GrK s GrK, so GrK is p-nilpo-
tent.
Let MrK be the p-complement. The preceding paragraph implies that
w x w x w xGrM is abelian. We now have N , H F N , G F G, G F M and1 1
w xN , H F N . As M l N s 1, we get G s N = H.1 1 1 1
 .Then C N would contain a Sylow p-subgroup of G, a contradictionG 1
to step 5.
<  . <  .Step 7. We claim that p ¦ G : I l for all 1 / l g Irr N and byG 1
<  . <  .symmetry, q ¦ G : I m for all 1 / m g Irr N .G 2
<  . <  . <  . <So, let p ¬ G : I l for l g Irr N . Then q ¦ G : I l , and by aG 0 0 1 G 0
 .theorem of Gallagher, I l , and therefore G, contain an abelian SylowG 0
 .q-subgroup. Thus l G F 1, a contradiction.q
 . <  . <Step 8. There is a l g Irr N with the property that q ¬ G : I l .0 1 G 0
 .  4Suppose the contrary. Then I l contains a Hall- p, q -subgroup byG 0
<  . <step 7. By steps 5 and 6, we have that p, q ¬ GrC N . Apply TheoremG 1
 4  .2.7 with p s p, q to GrC N , and get a contradiction.G i
 .Step 9. Again by the symmetry in p and q, we get a m g Irr N with0 2
<  . < <  . <  .  .p ¬ G : I m . Then p ? q ¬ G : I l ? m because I l ? m s I lG 0 G 0 0 G 0 0 G 0
 .l I m . This is a final contradiction again by Clifford theory. HenceG 0
 .F G is the unique minimal normal subgroup.
Apply now Proposition 3.11, and get the theorem.
 .  .We will now give a number of examples where l G q l G s 3 and pp q
and q not joined.
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let p and q denote two different primes. Let K s
 n.  .GF p with n s q y 1 p. We form the group
x pG s a, b g K , a / 0, a s 1a 5 /ax q b
of order
< < n nG s p p y 1 p. .
If
xT s b g K , 5 /x q b
w xthen T 1 G. As GrT is not abelian, we have by Ito's theorem Is76, 12.34
that
 4cd GrT s 1, p . .
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G operates 2-transitively on K. If p is the permutation character, then
x s p y 1 g Irr G , .
 . nand x 1 s p y 1.
Put
xN s a, b g K , a / 0 , 5 /ax q b
 .If l g Irr GrN , then the p characters xl are irreducible and distinct. As
2n n n< < < <p p y 1 p s G s GrT q p p y 1 , .  .
we have determined all character degrees of G, hence
 n 4cd G s 1, p , p y 1 . .
Thus we have that p and q are not joined in the character degree graph,
 .  .  .  .and also l G s 2 and l G s 1, hence l G q l G s 3.p q p q
4. BOUNDS FOR THE p- AND q-LENGTHS FOR
GIVEN PRIMES
If we do not exclude any prime, we get weaker results.
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a sol¨ able group. Assume that the primes p and
 .q are in the character degree graph and are not joined. Then both l G F 3p
 .and l G F 3.q
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Without loss of generality,
 .l G G 4.p
Again by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we have that G [ GrF has the faithful
 . <  . < < < firreducible module Irr F , where Irr F s F s p , f ) 0. With Notation
Ã<  . <3.8 and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we get q ¦ H : I l for all l g F .i H i i iiÃBecause of Lemma 3.10 all the F are quasi-primitive or they are all noti
quasi-primitive.
ÃCase 1. Assume F to be quasi-primitive for all i s 1, . . . , n. Then wei
argue as in Theorem 3.9, case 2: We apply Theorem 2.4 for the prime q,
Ã .  .and again the only interesting case is case 1 , where H F G F . H has ai i i
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 qX ..normal cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, and we finally get l O G F 1. Byp
 qX ..  .Lemma 3.4, l GrO G F 1, and summarizing we get l G F 2, ap p
contradiction.
ÃCase 2. Assume that F is not quasi-primitive for all i s 1, . . . , n. Wei
can quote Lemma 3.7, and get char F s p s 2. Therefore q / 2, hence
q s 3 in this case.
 3.With Theorem 2.3 we get a C 1 H such that H rC , AG 2 fori i i i
i s 1, . . . , n. Furthermore H rC primitively permutes the homogeneousi i
Ã <  .components of F s W [ ??? [ W . Finally C rC W acts transitivelyCi i i i C ii 1 m i j
 4  .on W _ 0 . With Lemma 3.10 we conclude that C rC W are isomorphici i C ij i j
for j s 1, . . . , m. With the help of Theorem 2.5, we can describe the
 .structure of C rC W .i i i j
 .  s. s < <We can assert that C [ C rC W F G p where p s W , excepti j i C i ii j j
in the following cases:
 . s 4a p s 3 and C is a Bucht group, which is impossible because ofi j
p / q s 3.
 .  .   ..b Let F C s Q T , where T F Z F C .i j 8 i j
s < < < <p T C rF C p C .  .i j i j i j
2  43 2 Z or S 2, 33 3
2  45 2 or 4 Z 2, 33
2  45 4 S 2, 33
2  47 2 or 6 S 2, 33
2  411 10 Z or S 2, 3, 53 3
2  423 22 S 2, 3, 113
The first of these cases leads to p s 3 s q, which is impossible.
 < <.  .For all the other cases, we get p f p C , so l C s 0.i j p i j
n  .  4Since F C s 1, we can conclude l C s 0 for every i g 1, . . . , n .js1 i j p i
3 n X Ã .  .  .qTherefore, as H rC , AG 2 , l H F 1, and as F C F s 1,i i p i is1 O G. i
Xq  ..we know l O G F 1.p X Xq q .   ..   ..  .Then l G F l GrO G q l O G q l F s 1 q 1 q 1 s 3, ap p p p
contradiction.
 s. n  .Now we have C F G p , and again, as F C W s 1, we knowi j js1 C i ji
that C is p-nilpotent.i
 .  .So if p / 7, we immediately have l H F 1, and thus l G F 3.p i p
< 7 . <Now p s 7 and 7 ¦ O C .i
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7 . 7 .Since O C char C , we get O C 1 H . Let F be the preimage of thei i i i i
 7 ..  .group F H rO C , let T be the preimage of O H rC , and let M bei i i 2 i i i
 .the preimage of O H rT .7 i i
 w x.C rF is a direct sum of irreducible H rC -modules see Hu67, III 4.5 .i i i i
We claim that one of these modules is faithful. If none of them is faithful,
T rC is in the kernel of each of them, because T rC is the uniquei i i i
minimal normal subgroup of H rC . So T rC acts trivial on C rF , and byi i i i i i
w x 7 .Hu67, III 3.18 it acts trivial on C rO C . We can conclude that M isi i i
 .7-nilpotent. Therefore l H F 1, a contradiction.7 i
Now consider S 1 H such that C rS is a faithful, irreduciblei i i i
 .w x  .GF 7 H rC -module. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that even Irr C rS is ai i i i
 .w xfaithful, irreducible GF 7 H rC -module. Since we know all the finitei i
 .w  3.xfaithful irreducible GF 7 AG 2 -modules, we can calculate that the fixed
point space of a Sylow 3-subgroup is at most three dimensional. We will
 .now count those elements of Irr C rS that are centralized either by ai i
Sylow 7-subgroup or by a Sylow 3-subgroup. Let this number be c. Since
<   3.. < <   3.. < <   3.. <Syl AG 2 s 8 and Syl AG 2 s 28, we have c F Syl AG 2 ? 77 3 7
<   3.. < 3 7 < <q Syl AG 2 ? 7 s 9660. Therefore c - 7 s M , and there remain3
elements l which are not centralized either by a Sylow 7-subgroup or by a
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<  3.  . <3Sylow 3-subgroup, so 3 ? 7 ¬ AG 2 : C l for some l, so 3 ? 7 ¬A G2 .
<  . <  .  .H : I l . By Clifford theory, we get x g Irr H with p ? q s 3 ? 7 ¬ x 1 ,i H ii
a contradiction.
We now consider the much stronger assumption that the character
degree graph splits into two components.
 .  .Proving l G F 2 and l G F 2 is much easier in this case, but evenp q
 .  .then it cannot be proved that l G q l G F 3, as the succeeding exam-p q
ple shows.
 .THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a sol¨ able group, and let G G split into two
 .  .  .non-tri¨ ial components G G s G j G . Then l G F 2 for e¨ery p g G G .1 2 p
< <Proof. We argue by induction on G . Let p be the set of primes1
which are in G and p those in G . Without loss of generality, put1 2 2
 .  .l G G 3, where p g G . Then by Lemma 3.2, F [ F G is the uniquep 1
< < fminimal normal subgroup, and F s p , f ) 0.
<  . <  .By Lemma 3.5, G : I l is a p -number for every l g Irr F . By aG 1
w x  .theorem of Gallagher Is76, 6.17 , we have that I l rF has an abelianG
normal Hall p -subgroup, i.e., G has an abelian Hall p -subgroup. There-2 2
 . w xfore l G s 1, which is a trivial generalization of Hu67, VII 6.6a .p 2
p 1 .In the next paragraph we will see that GrO G is abelian:
 p 1 ..  .  .Let w g Irr O G such that 1 / w 1 , and w 1 is a p -number. By2
 . G rClifford theory we get I w s G, and we can write w s  e w whereG is1 i i
 . < p < p 1 . <w g Irr G . Furthermore w s e w, and e ¬ G : O G . On the one1O G.i j j j
 .hand, e is a p -number; on the other hand, e divides w 1 , which is aj 1 j j
p -number, so e s 1. Thus w is extensible. By a theorem of Gallagher2 j
w x p 1 .Is76, 6.17 , we get that GrO G must be abelian. We now know that
  ..   ..l GrO G F 1. Therefore we only need to show that l O G F 1.p p p p1 1
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  ..  . p 1 .pLet x g Irr O G be nonlinear. Then I x s O G by Clifford1p O1
theory.
We can now quote a theorem of I. M. Isaacs about coprime group
w xactions fixing all nonlinear irreducible characters Is89 . With Theorem 3.3
 .   ..X  .b of that article, we have that O G is nilpotent. Therefore O G rp p1 1
 .   ..F G is abelian, and l O G F 1.p p 1
 .  p 1 ..   ..Summarizing, we get l G F l GrO G q l O G F 2, a contra-p p p p 1
diction.
 .EXAMPLE 4.3. Let GL 2, 3 act on its natural module V, V , C = C .3 3
 .Let G denote V ? GL 2, 3 .
 .  .  .  2 3 4 4  .Then l G s l G s 2, and cd G s 1, 2, 2 , 2 , 2 , 3 , and G G s2 3
 42, 3 .
w xProof. The second statement follows from M85, 4.5d, S. 227 . The first
one is obvious.
If one of the primes p or q is the prime 3, we could prove neither
 .  .  .l G F 2 nor l G F 2. Therefore it was not possible to see l G qp q p
 .  .  .l G F 3. In general, l G q l G F 3 will not be true.q p q
 4  .Conjecture 4.4. Let G be a solvable group and p, q : G G not
 .  .  .  .joined. Then l G F 2 and l G F 2. Furthermore, if l G q l G s 4,p q p q
then the group defined in Example 4.3 will be involved in G.
<  . <For G G s 2, we can even prove.
 .  4  .LEMMA 4.5. Let K be a sol¨ able group with G K s p, q , and l K Gp
 .2, and l K G 2. Furthermore suppose that p and q are not joined.q
 4  4Then p, q s 2, 3 and K s H = B = A, where A is a normal, abelian
 4p, q -complement, B is an abelian 3-group, and H has the following struc-
ture:
Let C be an abelian 2-group and X F C of index 2. Let X act tri¨ ially on
 .  .SL 2, 3 , and let CrX induce the same automorphism that extends SL 2, 3 to
 .GL 2, 3 .
Now define the semidirect product
G [ SL 2, 3 C .
and
H s VG
 .the semidirect product of the natural module V for GL 2, 3 with G, where X
 .acts tri¨ ially on V. Besides, X F Z H , but H does not necessarily split o¨er
X. Notice that we get essentially Example 4.3.
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w x  .Proof. By M85, 4.4a , we have dl G F 5.
 .Obviously dl G G 3.
 . 2  Y .  2 .Suppose dl G s 3. Let F be the preimage of F GrG . Then l Fp
 2 . < 2 <F 1 and l F F 1, and therefore p, q ¬ GrF . But then there is aq
 .  . w xx g Irr G with pq ¬ x 1 by MW93, 18.1 .
 .  .  . wIf dl G s 4, then l G F 1 or l G F 1. This follows by M85, 5.1, p.p q
x  . w230 . The last case is dl G s 5, and the lemma follows by M85, 6.5, p.
x243 .
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